THE FIRST DECENTRALIZED ON-TANGLE PROVABLY FAIR CASINO &AI
ENHANCED SPORTSBETTING PLATFORM. COMMUNITY DRIVEN.
www.winiota.com

WINiota is developing a community driven, On-Tangle Provably Fair Casino & Artificial Intelligence
enhanced Sports betting platform. We aim to be global leader in the innovative decentralised
gaming and betting industry, by focusing on transparency and provably fair technology.
The platforms’ zero-fee payment solution will open the WINiota player community to micro stakes
and high rollers alike. WIT holders will be rewarded in a fair weekly raffle where 50% of the profits
will be raffled off to the WIT holder community.
Introducing IOT sensor data, hundreds of new sport bets are possible and WINiota will make them
available to the gambling market.

PRODUCT SUMMARY

WINiota is building a community driven platform
with a wide variety of Provably Fair casino games.
These will be programmed to facilitate IOTA
Flash Channels, leading to rapid transactions
that won’t need a hot wallet. Winnings will be
transferred directly into the players’ wallets.
Our decentralised sports betting offer will include
a fresh approach, offering an innovative arsenal
of pre-match and live sport bets based on IoT
Sensor data built into athletes’ equipments e.g.
tennis racket, football, etc. WINOTA’s live betting
model will facilitate Artificial Intelligence using
the latest Deep Neural Network technology to
further enhance the accuracy of odds offered.
Decentralised Oracle nodes will be rewarded
with WINiota Tokens (WIT) by working on
specific tasks like setting up matches and
resulting finished bets.
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WINiota will offer fee-less microtransactions
using WIT. Everyone can play from anywhere no
matter how big or small the stake is.
The community will be rewarded in a Provably
Fair weekly raffle in which 50% of the profits
generated are to be raffled off to WIT holders.
WINiota will strengthen the community by
allowing to vote for proposed strategic changes
such as shifts of aims and goals or even
fundamental structural changes.
White label solutions for markets will also
be offered to further monetize WINiota’s
casino games and AI enhanced sports betting
technology.

MILESTONES
JAN ‘16
FEB ‘16
AUG ‘17
SEPT ‘17
NOV ‘17
APR ‘18
SEPT ‘18

NOV ‘18
MAR ‘19
MAY ‘19

First idea of a feeless community Casino on the tangle.
Detailed development of concept by founders and advisors.
Feasibility check of WINIota concept ensuring that it is legally and technically feasible.
Assessing profitability at multiple levels.
Assembling the WINiota dream team; Advisors, Full Timers, Partners.
Start of development of FIRST casino game world wide to facilitate Flash Channels,
WINiota Dice2x.
Alpha Testing of MVP, Dice2x
Beta testing of MVP
Launched MVP. WINiota is the FIRST worldwide to develop a casino game that uses the
Iota Flash Channel technology.
Development of further casino games. Comprehensive development of sports betting
platform and AI deep learning model.
Exchange Listing. After the ICO ends the digital currency will be available for public
trading.
Release of further Casino games like Blackjack, Roulette, Video-Poker, etc.
Launch of the Sportsbetting section into the existing gaming platform.
Full offer of games online.
Artificial Intelligence model integration into WINiotas sports betting section.

ICO CROWDSALE
Bankroll Token Reserve
(14%)
ICO
(60%)

Bounty
(3%)
Founders & Dev
(21%)

Advisors
(2%)
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PURCHASE PRICE
Endorsing early purchase. We want to endorse token buyers that are amongst the first by rewarding
with bonus tokens for the first purchases.

TOKEN NAME: WIT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Price: 1 ETH is equal to 22000 WIT. We accept IOTA, ETH, NEO, LTC, BCH and BTC
The volume of tokens in circulation: 1 Billion WIT (Pre-Sale and Sale)
Pre-Sale minimum contribution: 1 ETH
Pre-Sale Cap: 5300 ETH. When reaching this amount, Pre-Sale stops
Sale minimum contribution: 0.1 ETH
Soft Cap: 2,400 ETH. If this goal is not met, all funds will be returned
Hard Cap: 24,000 ETH. When reaching this amount, Token Sale stops

BONUSES
Pre-Sale (Pre-ICO) +15% bonus tokens
1st Sale day (ICO) +6% bonus tokens
Days 2 - 4 +3% bonus tokens
Days 5 - 20 +2% bonus tokens
There will be no follow-up sale on WIT, nor will there be any more WIT minted other than the initially
minted 1 Billion WIT. Unsold tokens, if any, will be burned at the end of the crowdsale.
Additional information about WIT tokens to be distributed and other Token Sale details are available
on our website: www.winiota.com

USAGE OF PROCEEDS
A large part of the funds are allocated to further development of the WINiota gambling platform,
either on core development or on user experience development. WINiota provides the following
funds allocation based on needs for the
Development (60%)
Marketing
gaming platform that we are developing:
(25%)

In the first stage, WIT will be released based
on the ERC-20 token standard. In stage 2 (Q3
2018), WINIOTA will initiate a 1:1 ratio token
swap in order to base all WIT tokens on-tangle
with all its utility functions.

Legal &
Audits
(5%)
Operations
(10%)
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TEAM MEMBERS
Shane ONeil - Co-Founder, CEO
Senior bookmaker with vast knowledge in all sports as well as casino. 10 years
experience working for top-tier gaming companies in Gibraltar. Overseen several
industry mergers.
Friedrich Endlicher - Co-Founder, CTO
Core developer, game programming, Full stack programmer with 8 years
experience. UCL Trinity IOTA wallet development. Mobile app development.
Bastian Fritsche - Co-Founder, CFO
CRM Manager at bwin in Gibraltar. Auditing officer and director of hotels including
Alltours/Thomas Cook for over 10 years.
Pontus Persson - Head of User Experience Lead
Lead UX designer with over 10 years experience of creating digital products for
industry leading brands. Worked for HUGE, Possible, Lead UX Designer on the
multi-awarded (Cannes, Clios, Campaign etc.) Adidas Glitch application.
Karen Mareš - Head of Game Design
Created artwork for various top-tier gaming and television companies, working in
both the online and print mediums.
Anton Natarov - Full Stack Developer
Full stack developer, game programming, robotics software engineer with over 10
years experience. Co-founder of goodgame.
Scott Malsbury - Head of Communications
Senior Quality and business management roles, previous experience with multi
billion dollar projects worldwide. Head of communications at Ethlend.
Shalini Wood - Head of PR & Community Management
10+ years of experience. Worked for Delphy prediction markets, Honeywell,
Sheraton Hotels, Grand Hyatt Hotels.
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Ulf Karlsson - Head of Affiliate Marketing
Specialized in content marketing, SEO, social media. Over 10 years experience in
gaming in Gibraltar. Worked for GTech, founder of Workation SL.
Patrick Soh - Head of Investor Relations East Asia & Community Manager
Vast experience in community management and ICO strategies. Previously
worked for EverMarkets, VeriME, and IATokens. Proficient in English and Chinese
(Mandarin).
Shabir Yunos - Head of Investor Relations Asia & Community Manager
Previously worked for Delta Airlines and Yamaha. Experienced Analyst and
Community Manager. Prior experience includes Next Exchange, VeriME and
EverMarkets.
Jessica Lee Green - Head of Casino Operations
Over 10 years experience in several management roles in the gaming sector, and
has worked for Bet365 and Ladbrokes Coral Group.

ADVISORS
Joshua Scigala - Advisor
CEO of Vaultoro.com, BTC/Gold exchange. Early Bitcoin investor. Serial
entrepreneur, located in Berlin, Germany.
Todd Price - Advisor
Wallet Systems, Cryptocurrency Advocate, advisor for wystoken.org, located in
Melbourne, Australia.
Anastasija Plotnikova - Legal Advisor
Commercial lawyer located in Gibraltar and Vilnius, specialising
in international business and taxation service. Oversees ICO
processes and legal compliance. Works for Crypto Tax & Legal.
Christian Luecke - Co-Founder and CMO of Cryptonaut.org, OG Bitcoiner, Crypto
Entrepreneur
MBA United Business Institutes in Brussel, Belgium. Early BTC Investor, miner,
trader and crypto entrepreneur, co-founder of cryptonaut.org.
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LEGAL NOTE:
WINiota Tokens are not intended to constitute securities or any other form of capital
investment product in any jurisdiction. They do not grant any rights in any company, any
dividends, any payment of interest, any profit participation or any other remuneration for
the provision of capital or any direct or indirect claim against WINiota. Accordingly, none of
the information presented is intended to form the basis for any investment decision, and
no specific recommendations are intended. The WINiota Token cannot be purchased by and
will not be sold to a person who (i) is a citizen or permanent resident of the Hong Kong SAR,
the Peoples Republic of China or resident of the Republic of Singapore, Socialist Republic
of Vietnam (ii) or is a resident of a country where American embargoes and sanctions are in
force, namely Iran, North Korea, Syria, Sudan or (iii) is a U.S. citizen or a permanent resident
of the United States, or has a primary residence or domicile in the United States, including
Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and any other possession of the United States. This fact
sheet contains only a summary of selected information relating to the WINiota Token sale
and does not include all information that may be important to purchasers of the WINiota
Token. Purchasers of the WINiota Token should therefore base their decisions to purchase
WINiota Tokens on a review of the Whitepaper and the WINiota Token Sale Terms available
on www.WINiota.com especially with respect to all disclaimers and risks described in those
documents.

Updated 17 July 2018
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